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a b s t r a c t
Multidimensional projection has become a standard tool for visual analysis of multidimensional data sets, as
the 2D representation of multidimensional instances gives an important and informative panorama of the
data. Recently, research in this topic has been steered towards methods that permit user intervention and
interactivity. One of such methods is inverse projection, a recently proposed resampling mechanism that
allows users to generate new multidimensional instances by creating reference 2D points in the projection
space. Given an m-dimensional data set and its 2D projection, inverse projection transforms a user-deﬁned
2D point into an m-dimensional point by means of a mapping function. In this work, we propose a novel
inverse projection technique based on Radial Basis Functions interpolation. Our technique provides a smooth
and global mapping from low to high dimensions, in contrast with the former technique (iLAMP) which is
local and piecewise continuous. In order to demonstrate the potential of our technique, we use a 3D human-
faces data set and a procedure to interactively reconstruct and generate new 3D faces. The results
demonstrate the simplicity, robustness and efﬁciency of our approach to create new face models from a
structured data set, a task that would typically require the manipulation of hundreds of parameters.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Dimensionality reduction for visualization, called multidimen-
sional projection, is a traditional approach for data analysis.
Principal component analysis and multidimensional scaling, for
instance, are mathematical tools that have long been used to ﬁnd
low-dimensional representations (e.g., 2D) of multidimensional
data sets. The goal of such representation is to provide an over-
view of similarities between instances of data in a 2D space or
projection space. More recently, multidimensional projection tech-
niques have evolved and improved in terms of computational
speed [1,2] and user interactivity for data exploration [1,3].
For some applications, however, the visual exploration of
multidimensional data may not be the only task at hand and
creating new instances of data and extrapolating existing ones
may prove to be useful. Taking this into consideration, Amorim
et al. [4] have proposed to use the projection space as an interface
for the creation and extrapolation of multidimensional data, a
procedure called inverse projection or back-projection.
Given a multidimensional data set X Rm and its 2D projection
Y R2, inverse projection allows the user to create new multi-
dimensional points (qARm) by creating reference points pAR2 in
the projection space. The technique presented in the paper of
Amorim et al. [4] is the only inverse projection method proposed
so far that is used in conjunction with multidimensional projection
as an interface. Its mathematical formulation is based on the Local
Afﬁne Multidimensional projection (LAMP) technique [3] and is,
therefore, named iLAMP (inverse-LAMP). iLAMP operates locally, it
does not provide a continuous mapping (e.g., a continuous 2D curve
may be mapped in more than one region in the multidimensional
space) and uses local afﬁne transformations to map user-deﬁned 2D
points into the multidimensional space. It will be demonstrated
further that iLAMP can cause distortions in the multidimensional
points when the projection layout is modiﬁed by the user. In this
work, we propose a novel nonlinear and continuous inverse projection
technique, based on radial basis function (RBF) interpolation. When
we mention continuity in this work, we refer to the standard
mathematical deﬁnition of continuity for metric spaces.
RBF is a well-established mathematical formulation that has
been used in various multivariate approximation problems [5]. The
goal of RBF is to construct a function s that interpolates given
function values at their corresponding given data points in the
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space. The interpolation function s is formed by a linear combina-
tion of radial basis kernels. Depending on the choice of the kernel
function, s can be smooth (in this work we say a function or
hypersurface is smooth if its second derivative is continuous).
The problem of inverse projection consists of ﬁnding a map-
ping function s : R2-Rm and, in this work, we employ RBF
interpolation to create this function. In this speciﬁc scenario, the
RBFs centers are given by the 2-dimensional position of the points
in the projection space (yiAY), and the outputs are given by the
corresponding multidimensional points of the original data set
(xiAX). The mapping function s is, thus, one that exactly maps the
given 2D points yi into their multidimensional counterparts xi.
This function is used to approximate the multidimensional correspon-
dent of a user-generated 2D point. The fact that this function is smooth
makes the RBF solution more attractive than iLAMP for some applica-
tions. The problem of creating 3D human faces from an existing data
set of face models is an example of such applications.
Analysis and synthesis of human faces are important in
computer graphics and vision. In general, face models are encoded
as multidimensional feature vectors that store information about
geometric position and texture values of landmark-points on the face.
The position of the landmark points characterizes particular expres-
sions and personal features. Synthesis of human faces is usually done
“by example”, where an input model of a face is given and a 3D model
is generated based on an existing training set of face models [6].
In this work, we apply the inverse projection as a visual interface to
synthesize new face models. The adopted framework is as follows:
multidimensional projection is performed on a given data set with
face models represented by their respective feature vectors. The user
can then create 2D points on the projection space and have these
points mapped back into the original space of feature vectors.
In the ﬁnal stage of the framework the new multidimensional feature
vectors are translated into 3D face models (see Fig. 5 for an example).
The smoothness provided by the proposed RBF technique poses
an advantage for this application, as a continuous curve in the 2D
projection space creates a ﬂuid transition of face models.
The inverse projection framework is a very recent topic itself,
and this is the ﬁrst time that a nonlinear smooth mapping from
low to high dimension is proposed. Furthermore, we introduce a
visual interface with multidimensional projection and inverse
mapping is used for the application of face synthesis.
To summarize, the contributions of this work are
 A novel inverse projection technique based on RBF interpolation
that is smooth. The smoothness provided by RBF is an interesting
characteristic for some applications, like the face-synthesis applica-
tion presented in this work. Furthermore, the proposed formulation
prevents distortions that may be present with the iLAMP method.
 An application on human face models using the proposed
inverse projection: given a data set of face models, inverse
projection is employed to synthesize new faces.
 A workﬂow that enables the user to explore the multidimen-
sional space of faces and to create new characters.
 An expression transfer mechanism that can be used to create
the various expressions of a new character. Our interface
also permits the new characters with different expressions to
be incorporated into the multidimensional data set. This allows
the construction of a complete character and the further
exploration of its expression variations.
2. Related work
Visualization has long been used as a powerful tool to gain
insight into multidimensional data sets. Many different visualiza-
tion techniques have been created to better understand such a
complex data conﬁguration. Parallel-coordinates [7] and scatter-
plot matrices [8], for instance, are popular techniques used to
represent multidimensional data in a 2D display. They provide
insight about the correlation of parameters on the data set and can
also be used to identify possible outliers and clusters. However,
such techniques do not provide a mechanism to visualize the
neighborhood structure of data under analysis, making harder the
process of identifying similar instances.
Multidimensional projection (MP), in turn, represents each
instance of a data set as a 2D point in a visual space. The position
of each instance is calculated in such a way that distances are
preserved as much as possible, i.e., similar instances in the multi-
dimensional space should be positioned close together in the 2D
projection space. Thus, this methodology provides insight into the
neighborhoods of the data set and is also useful to identify clusters
and patterns in the data. Principal component analysis [9] and
some multidimensional scaling [10] are traditional linear MP
techniques. Linear techniques often present limitations that pre-
vent distances to be well preserved when the data set is not
distributed in a 2D manifold structure. On the other hand, non-
linear techniques, like Sammon's mapping [11], prove to be useful
in projecting data sets with nonlinear relationships. Techniques
such as LLE proposed by Roweis et al. [12] use a locally linear
approach but the overall projection result is able to capture
nonlinearities in the data set. Isomap [13] is another classic
method that is able to perform well in nonlinear data sets as it
uses the geodesic distance information in the data set to compute
dissimilarities. Recent MP techniques emphasize the importance
of fast computation [1,2] and user-interactivity through the use of
control points to steer the projection [1,3,14]. Control points have
also been recently proposed, for instance, as a means to transform
a multidimensional feature space based on user input provided on
the projection layout [15].
In order to leverage the neighborhood information provided by
MP techniques, Amorim et al. [4] proposed a technique called
iLAMP that allows users to create multidimensional points from
2D projections. This process is called inverse projection and can be
used to extrapolate data by creating points in the 2D projection
space. iLAMP was proposed to be employed to assist users in
ﬁnding new seed points for optimization problems. More speciﬁ-
cally, they consider the common problem in engineering of
encountering a combination of parameters that results in a desired
output. This is often modeled as a minimization problem where
the goal is to minimize a function that measures the error between
the desired output and the calculated output. In such cases, the
goal is not always to ﬁnd a global minimum to this function but to
ensure that a proper exploration of the parameter space is
accomplished. In this context, iLAMP enables us to interactively
explore the multidimensional parameter-space from a 2D per-
spective. Given the 2D projection of a few local minima to the
minimization function, iLAMP allows users to interactively create
and inspect new seed points in the multidimensional space
by sampling in regions of interest in the projection space.
The new seed points are then used as starting points for an
iterative optimization algorithm and potentially new local minima
are found.
Some systems, like the ones presented by Bruckner and Möller
[16] and Pretorius et al. [17] have also been designed to assist the
user to explore multidimensional parameter spaces. In the paper
of Bruckner et al. [16], it was introduced a system that allows the
user to explore simulation results for special effects. The focus of
their system was not to provide a complete understanding of the
parameter space, but to allow users to achieve a desired animation
sequence without the hurdle of parameter tuning. Therefore, the
system is not designed to support resampling of the parameter
space. Likewise, in the paper of Pretorius et al. [17] the authors
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proposed an interactive visualization technique that enables users
to analyze the relationship between sampled input parameters
and corresponding outputs. Their system is designed to assist
users in the task of parameter tuning for image analysis. The ﬁrst
step in their pipeline is to uniformly sample the parameter space.
The outputs for each parameter combination are calculated and
displayed in such a way that users can understand the input–
output relationship. Their system also does not permit resampling
the parameter space during the process. In fact, just a few
techniques/systems allows for resampling as part of the data
exploration process.
Wang et al. [18] propose a system that allows the user to create
and edit multidimensional data points from an existing data set or
from scratch. They use traditional visualization tools, as parallel-
coordinates and scatterplot matrices, to create an interface that
permits user to sketch the distribution of new points. In another
work, Torsney-Weir et al. [19] present a system that assists the
user in resampling a continuous parameter space. Their system is
designed to help users to ﬁnd a good parameter combination for
segmentation methods. They start by automatically sampling the
parameter space and then they evaluate each parameter combina-
tion based on multiple-objective optimization functions. Scatter-
plot matrices and Hyperslice [20] are used to display the samples
and the corresponding function values. Their interface guides
users in the search for regions of interest of the parameter space
while permitting to resample user-deﬁned areas. The resampling
mechanism, however, requires the user to set each parameter
manually and the system is not designed to deal with high number
of parameters.
In inverse projection, the user is not necessarily aware of the
number of parameters in hand, as both analysis and data extra-
polation are carried out in the 2D projection space. This concept is
very much alike what Endert et al. [21,22] describe as “Observa-
tion-level spatialization”, that enables users to interact directly
with projected data points, instead of manipulating parameters
separately. In their work, however, the focus is to provide more
insight into a given data set by permitting the user to rearrange
the projected points based on a priori knowledge of the data.
In our proposed work, even though the user can rearrange the
projection results (as will be presented in Section 4.3), the focus is
to use the projection of the data to identify regions of interest and
generate new samples in these regions.
In the next section we present an overview of the interactive
inverse projection framework together with a discussion on data
set requirements for its application.
3. Interactive inverse projection framework
The proposed inverse projection is an interactive methodology
that allows users to create new multidimensional instances in a
straightforward manner. It all starts with a multidimensional data
set, that is projected into a 2D projection space. Besides being the
interface where data analysis takes place, the projection space also
provides the interactive medium over which the user can create
new multidimensional samples. With the use of a mouse or
pointing device, the user creates 2D points in regions of interest
over the projection space. For each user-deﬁned point, inverse
projection ﬁnds a multidimensional representation for it by means
of a mapping function.
One may generalize the main components of the interactive
inverse projection framework as (a) a multidimensional data set
used as the base for parameter exploration; (b) a projection
mapping that projects multidimensional samples into a projection
space; (c) an interactive projection space that allows the user to
rearrange the projected data and to create points in it; and (d) an
inverse mapping that maps 2D user-create points into the multi-
dimensional space. This framework is illustrated in Fig. 1.
In order to use the proposed framework, there are two basic
premises that need to hold true for the given data set: (1) the
objects of the data set can be represented as a numerical feature
vector of n-dimensions; and (2) there is a mechanism that trans-
forms any given feature vector of n-dimensions into an object of
the same type as the data set.
For the ﬁrst premise, the numerical representation of the data
set is the information used to ﬁnd the corresponding 2D projec-
tion. It is true that some multidimensional projection techniques
like MDS only require the dissimilarity information between pairs
of instances. However, when the inverse projection takes place it is
the direct relationship between 2D points and multidimensional
points that permit the creation of a mapping function. The way to
ﬁnd a good feature-vector representation for a data set is very
case-dependent. In some cases the object itself is the feature-
vector. For example, in the optimization application presented in
iLAMP, the instances of data are multidimensional points in the
parameter space. These points are directly used as the feature-
vector representation required for the inverse-projection frame-
work. In other cases this relationship is not as explicit. For
instance, the data set of 3D humans faces used in this work
requires an appropriate deﬁnition of how to extract feature vectors
that represent each face. The deﬁnition of feature-vectors in this
speciﬁc scenario is described in Section 5.1. Once each instance in
the data set is represented by feature-vectors of same dimension
and semantic, one is ready to start using the inverse-projection
framework.
Regarding the second premise, the output of inverse-projection
is a multidimensional point with same dimension as the feature-
vectors describing each instance of the data. In order to allow the
user to fully comprehend a newly created point and to move
forward with the exploration, it is essential that a mechanism that
will transform this point into an object of the same class as the
ones in the data set exists. Such a mechanism transforms, for
example, a multidimensional feature-vector into a 3D face model
in our face-synthesis application as described in Section 5.3.
A fundamental point in the interactive inverse projection
framework is to allow the user to redeﬁne the projection layout
in order to achieve a desirable result. For example, when the user
has a previous knowledge of the data set, or when each instance of
data has a direct visual representation, it can make sense for the
user to rearrange the projection layout in order to isolate or
augment the inﬂuence of some instances in the confection of a
new point. In this work, this is possible through the manipulation
Fig. 1. Given (a) a multidimensional data set (illustrated by the colored circles
inside the cube), (b) multidimensional projection maps the data into a
(c) projection space. Inverse projection operates in the other direction: via mouse,
the user deﬁnes a 2D point in the projection space (illustrated by the cross), which
is (d) mapped back into the multidimensional space (cross inside cube). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred
to the web version of this paper.)
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of special projected instances, called control points (as will be
detailed in Section 4.3). The repositioning of control points by the
user causes a modiﬁcation in the entire projection layout and can
be used to redeﬁne regions of interest. When this repositioning
occurs, ideally one would still have a coherent mapping from low
to high-dimensions. This coherence will be directly impacted by
the chosen mapping function.
In fact, the mapping function used to map 2D points into
multidimensional samples is an essential part of the inverse
projection framework. The mapping function deﬁnes important
properties that will make each inverse projection method unique.
For instance, when the mapping function is smooth, the new
samples will lay on a manifold embedded in the multidimensional
space. This kind of smooth mapping is important when control
points manipulation is carried out because it guarantees that small
changes in the control points will result in small changes in the
output. Examples of data sets that we believe can be beneﬁted by
the possibility of control points manipulation and, consequently,
by the smoothness of the mapping function are face models,
textures, 3D model animations, or any other data set that contains
a direct visual representation of each instance. Thus, smoothness is
precisely what we propose in this paper and we achieve it through
RBF interpolation, as explained by Monnig et al. [23]. In the next
section we present the proposed inverse projection using RBF.
4. Inverse projection through radial basis functions
RBF has become popular to approximate multivariate functions,
primarily for its ability to deal with multidimensional data [5]. In
RBF interpolation, given data samples χ iAR
m and respective
function values f i ¼ f ðχ iÞAR; i¼ 1…N, an approximant s : Rm-R
is constructed, in such a way that s interpolates the function f over
the data samples. The approximant s(x) is formed by a ﬁnite
linear combination of translations of radially symmetric functions
ϕðJ  J Þ, where J  J is the Euclidean norm in Rm. As explained in
the book of Buhmann [5], radial symmetry means that the value of
the function only depends on the Euclidean distance of the
argument from the origin. Since the translations of ϕ are deﬁned
by χi, the interpolation function s is deﬁned by
sðxÞ ¼
XN
i ¼ 1
λiϕðJχ ixJ Þ; ð1Þ
where λi are real-valued coefﬁcients.
RBF has been successfully applied in a recent multidimensional
projection technique, named RBF projection [14]. In RBF projec-
tion, a function s : Rm-R2 is created to mapm-dimensional points
to the 2D projection space. In this work, we propose to use RBF
interpolation to perform inverse projection, by creating a function
s that will map information from the projected space into the
original m-dimensional space, i.e., s : R2-Rm. A detailed descrip-
tion of the technique is presented below.
4.1. Mathematical formulation
Let X Rm be an m-dimensional data set, and Y R2 its
projected counterpart, i.e., yi is the 2D representation of
xi; i¼ 1;…;N. Given any point pAR2, we want to ﬁnd an m-dimen-
sional representation for it, i.e., a point qARm. Thus, a mapping
s : R2-Rm is sought. To make the formulation clear, we write
sðpÞ ¼ ðs1ðpÞ;…; smðpÞÞ, where sk accounts for the k th output
dimension and is written in the form of Eq. (1):
skðpÞ ¼
XN
i ¼ 1
λkiϕðJyipJ Þ; ð2Þ
where ϕ : Rþ-R is a given continuous radial basis kernel
function, yiAR
2 are projected points (RBF centers) and the λki's
are the unknown real-valued coefﬁcients. Note that we seek a
mapping s that interpolates the points for the given data samples,
i.e., sðyjÞ ¼ xj. Thus, skðyjÞ ¼ xjk where xjk is the k th element of
vector xj. The interpolation condition for each function sk can be
written as
skðyjÞ ¼
XN
i ¼ 1
λkiϕðJyiyj J Þ ¼ xjk: ð3Þ
Therefore, the problem of ﬁnding the scalar coefﬁcients λk for
each function sk comes down to the solution of a linear system
Φλk ¼ bk; ð4Þ
where Φ is the interpolation matrix with ϕij ¼ϕji ¼ϕðJyiyj J Þ,
λk ¼ λk1…λkN
 T and bk ¼ xk1…xkN½ T . The linear system can be
written in matrix form as
ϕ11 … ϕ1N
ϕ21 … ϕ2N
⋮ ⋮ ⋮
ϕn1 … ϕNN
2
66664
3
77775
λk1
λk2
⋮
λkN
2
66664
3
77775
¼
xk1
xk2
⋮
xkN
2
66664
3
77775
: ð5Þ
Note that the linear system in Eq. (4) is solved m times to ﬁnd
the parameter λ's for each function sk. However, the interpolation
matrix Φ remains the same and only the right-hand side vector bk
changes for different sk's. Thus, the linear system can be actually
solved only once in the process by factorizing Φ.
Once the scalars λki; k¼ 1;…;m and i¼ 1;…;N are calculated,
the mapping s¼ ðs1;…; smÞ is complete and can be used to
approximate the position qARm to any given point pAR2. Fig. 2
illustrates the process of using RBFs to create a mapping function
from low to high dimension. Algorithm 1, in turn, presents a step-
by-step procedure to calculate the mapping function s.
Numerical and computational aspects: As it was shown, the RBF
interpolation problem comes down to the solution of the linear
system given by Eq. (5). Note that the invertibility of the inter-
polation matrix Φ is dictated by the kernel function ϕðrÞ, where r
is the Euclidean distance of the argument to the center of the
kernel function. Some functions are proven to provide an inver-
tible matrix with the minor assumption that centers yi are unique.
Fig. 2. Inverse mapping using RBF. fx1; x2 ; x3 ; x4gARm represent multidimensional
points, while fy1 ; y2; y3 ; y4gAR2 are their projected counterparts. Our inverse
projection method creates a continuous nonlinear mapping function s (illustrated
by pink surface) that interpolates between data samples, i.e. sðyiÞ ¼ xi . The black
points represent samples of the data set, while the blue point represents a sample
created through inverse mapping (p is the user-generated point; q represents the
multidimensional point approximated through the RBF mapping). (For interpreta-
tion of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the
web version of this paper.)
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The Gaussian (ϕðrÞ ¼ eϵr2 ) and Multiquadrics (ϕðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2þϵr2
p
)
functions are popular choices in various applications (where ϵ and
c are positive parameters). A detailed description of these func-
tions is out of the scope of this work, and we refer the reader to
the books of Buhmann [5] and Wendland [24] for more technical
details.
There is a vast array of techniques designed to solve linear
systems. The interpolation matrix Φ is always symmetric (since
ϕij ¼ϕji) and, depending on the choice of kernel ϕ, it can be
positive-deﬁnite. In such cases, the Cholesky factorization is a
good choice, otherwise general factorizations such as LU or QR can
be used. The linear solvers used in this work are the ones available
in the LAPACK library [25].
The computation of the mapping function s is generally fast. In
fact, we showed that the process comes down to the solution of a
system of linear equations, whose size is determined by the
number of RBF centers. We assessed the time spent in the
computation of the mapping function plus the evaluation of 100
points for a different number of centers (10, 50 and 100) and data
dimensionality (varying from 50 to 450). The results presented in
Fig. 3 were achieved in the same machine conﬁguration described
in Section 6. Note that the entire process is extremely fast even for
large number of centers and/or dimensions, rendering the techni-
que suitable for real-time applications.
In the proposed framework, the RBF centers come from
projected points of a given data set. Depending on the application,
and on the size of the data set in hand, all of the points could be
used as centers. Or, as an alternative, only a subset of these points
could be used. In the proposed face-synthesis application, we use
all of the points as RBF centers, mainly because we have a
manageable number of samples in our faces data set. However,
in Section 4.2, we brieﬂy discuss possible approaches to ﬁlter out
and select few samples.
On the choice of radial basis kernels: It is clear that an appro-
priate choice of the kernel function and its parameters (when it is
the case) have a signiﬁcant impact in the quality of the interpola-
tion results. Making this choice is, more often than not, a
nontrivial task that requires careful attention. A commonly used
approach to ﬁnd an appropriate kernel is through trial-and-error,
by experimenting with various possibilities and analyzing their
outputs to make an informed decision. As an alternative, there are
some automatic methods designed to indicate a kernel function
and parameter deﬁnitions that would approximate well a given
data. Some of these methods are summarized in the works of
Mongillo [26] and Fasshauer et al. [27]. In this work we have found
through trial-and-error that the multiquadrics kernel function
with c¼0 performed well in our face-synthesis application, as
will be shown in Section 6. We encourage the reader who is keen
to use the proposed method to make a thorough investigation of
this matter using the aforementioned tools. It is important to keep
in mind, however, that these are only guidelines and this may
become a challenging task when working with radial basis
functions.
Algorithm 1. Building the RBF for inverse projection.
1: Given Y ¼ y1;…yN R2 (projected data set, RBF centers);
2: Given X ¼ x1;…xN Rm (original data set, RBF function
values);
3: Given RBF kernel function ϕ : Rþ-R
4: // Calculate interpolation matrix Φ
5: for i¼ 1…N do
6: for j¼ i…N do
7: Φ½i½j ¼Φ½j½i ¼ϕðJyiyj J Þ
8: end for
9: end for
10:// Assemble right-hand side of system
11: for i¼ 1…N do
12: for j¼ 1…m do
13: b½i½j ¼ xi½j
14: end for
15: end for
16: Solve system Φλ¼ b, to ﬁnd λ
4.2. False neighbors and tears
The main goal of multidimensional projection is to reduce the
dimensionality of data sets in such a way that distances are
preserved as much as possible. In fact, a popular quality metric
used to validate the projection results is the stress function, which
measures how much distances between pairs of instances differ in
the high- and low-dimensional spaces. The stress function is
written as
stress¼
Pn
i;j ðdijδijÞ2Pn
i;j ðdijÞ2
; ð6Þ
where dij and δij are the distances between instances i and j in the
high and low dimensional spaces, respectively. However, some
data sets are prone to severe distortions when projected to 2D.
Such distortions occur due to information loss during the dimen-
sionality reduction process and are characterized by the appear-
ance of false neighbors and tears in the 2D projection. These
artifacts may cause unwanted side-effects in the inverse projection
results.
As the names suggest, false neighbors consist of pairs of
instances where δij5dij, while tears present δij⋗dij [28]. The
presence of such artifacts can result in mapping functions that
are not coherent with the given data set. Thus, when many false
neighbors and tears are present, using all instances as RBF centers
in a global mapping function may not be the appropriate choice.
In these cases, one alternative could be to ﬁlter out the
instances in order to select more appropriate centers for the
mapping function. An interesting approach is the method pre-
sented in the paper of Amorim et al. [14] for center selection in
RBF interpolation. The authors use a technique called Regularized
Orthogonal Least Squares (ROLS) to select a meaningful set of
control points to be used in their multidimensional projection
technique. The projection results they achieve indicate that the
Fig. 3. Time evaluation of RBF inverse projection. For varying number of centers,
the time (in milliseconds) spent in the computation of the mapping function and
the creation of 100 samples is displayed.
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control points selection through ROLS presents satisfactory results.
Another possibility to deal with false neighbors and tears could be
to use the control points of the multidimensional projection as
centers of the mapping function.
However, for some applications it may be important to have all
instances as RBF centers. This is the case, for example, of the face-
synthesis application we present in this work, where we want
each face in the data set to be represented in the mapping
function. In such cases, we propose to give the user the option
of generating one global mapping function, or several local
mapping functions. The former was previously presented and
consists of creating a single mapping function using every 2D
point yi as an RBF center. Therefore, the same mapping function is
used for all user-created 2D point p, a good alternative for
projections with low numbers of false neighbors/tears. For the
latter, we propose to divide the n centers into k clusters, based on
the distance information of the multidimensional data set, and
create one mapping function for each cluster. In doing so, we can
reduce the negative impact that false neighbors/tears may cause in
the back projection process.
To create the multidimensional clusters we take advantage of
the control points used in multidimensional projection. Let the set
of control points and its projected counterpart, respectively, be
Xs ¼ xc1;…; xck and YS ¼ yc1;…; yck. We propose to have one cluster
Cl for each MP control point xcl, where fðyi; xiÞACljdðxi; xclÞo
dðxi; xcmÞ8xcmAXsg. As previously mentioned, each cluster Cl gives
rise to a mapping function sl, using as RBF centers every yiACl.
When a 2D point p is created, we ﬁnd its closest neighbor yi and
assign the function sl where ðyi; xiÞACl.
In order to validate the clustering approach, we conducted
experiments with data sets composed of random samples of
hyper-spheres. Hyper-spheres undergo severe information loss
when projected to a plane, causing false neighbors and tears.
We used hyper-spheres in four different dimensions (3, 5, 10 and
20) and 500 samples in each data set. We generated 200 random
points in the projection space, which were projected back to the
original hyper-sphere dimensionality. We calculated the distance
between the new 200 multidimensional points and the hyper-
sphere surface, and the results are presented in Fig. 4. We observe
that the multidimensional samples created using this approach are
closer to the hyper-sphere surfaces and thus more coherent with
the data set.
Note that this more local approach is suggested to be used
when the projection presents many distortions and all instances of
data should be a center in the RBF mapping function. In the
application we propose in this work, the global approach is more
suitable.
4.3. Multidimensional projection with control points
So far, we have not made any assumptions over the multi-
dimensional projection technique used to map the original data
set into a 2D space. In fact, the mathematical formulation of the
inverse projection, as proposed in this work, does not require this
mapping to be done in any special form. It only requires the
multidimensional position of the data samples and their corre-
sponding 2D projection, and the process that makes this mapping
is not necessarily known and can be considered as a black-box.
However, recent multidimensional projection techniques provide
a mechanism that we believe can be beneﬁcial to the data
exploration in the inverse projection framework. This mechanism
allows user manipulation of the projection space and is accom-
plished by the use of control points.
Control points have been recently introduced in multidimen-
sional projection as a way to give users control, in some extent,
over the projection results [3,14]. They are special projected data
points that can be manipulated and rearranged in the projection
space, causing the remaining points in the projection to be rear-
ranged accordingly. This can help users to gain more insight about
the data set and also allows expert knowledge to be incorporated
in the projection process. This mechanism is particularly useful in
the inverse projection framework, as it can help users to give more
focus to target areas, by isolating control points of interest in the
projection space. Fig. 5 presents an example of how the control
points can be a valuable tool in the faces-synthesis application.
We show that, through the manipulation of control points, one is
able to isolate particular instances of faces and generate new faces
that are more similar to them.
5. Synthesis of faces and expressions
The synthesis of 3D face models is an important research topic
and has been studied for more than three decades [29]. Different
approaches have been proposed to achieve 3D face reconstruc-
tions [29–32]. Nguyen et al. [33] classify the problem of 3D face
synthesis in three categories based on the input information used:
(1) 3D scan, (2) Multi 2D images, and (3) a single 2D image.
Parke introduced the ﬁrst parameterized facial model [34] to
shape interpolations and then animate a face. In previous work,
Cohen and Massaro [35] used a model of co-articulation and a set
of animation parameters to control the face shape. Blanz and
Vetter [30] present a morphable model method based on a 3D face
database of registered laser scans. An analysis-by-synthesis pro-
cess conducts the reconstruction. It is important to note that the
output is lifelike, but it requires expensive computation to deter-
mine the parameters, besides user interaction and manual work to
mark the facial landmarks [33].
Recent works were devoted to the study of single view-based
3D face synthesis. Sheng et al. [36], Nguyen et al. [33] and Patel
and Zaveri [37] describe different robust 3D face synthesis systems
which use a single frontal face image. None of these approaches
represents the face database as a multidimensional space to
generate new 3D faces from existing ones.
Fig. 4. Experiment to validate the RBF projection when applied to distorted
projections using 4 data sets. 500 random samples on the surface of hyper-spheres
of 3, 5, 10 and 20 dimensions were used, each dimension forming a separate data
set. 200 random sample points are generated in the projection space, and mapped
back using one global and several local mapping functions. The boxplots indicate
the distance between the multidimensional points generated and the sphere.
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The work of Buck et al. [38] uses a frontal face image as an
input to generate non-photorealistic faces. Using an initial data set
of a hand-drawn character, with 6 mouth and 4 eye expressions,
the user manually establishes the correspondence between hand-
drawn elements and similar expressions given by photographs.
Given a new user expression, a tracking system ﬁnds certain face
features and tries to recreate a hand-drawn character using a
combination of the existing ones. Similar to our approach, the
authors propose to reduce the dimensionality of the training data
in order to ﬁnd a Delaunay triangulation which will aid the
algorithm in ﬁnding the weights for the interpolation. However,
this step is automatic and does not involve the user, as opposed to
what we propose.
Some works propose to use interpolation to achieve animation
between poses or facial expressions. Similar to our work, Lewis
et al. [39] use RBFs to create such interpolation. However our
approach provides the projection space over which the user can
navigate and abstract the various parameters that may be involved
in the process.
In this work, we propose to use our inverse projection
approach as an interface that allows users to rapidly create new
3D faces, a by-interaction process. In this approach the user is not
required to provide a 2D image to generate a new face, but an
initial data set of images is used to let the user navigate and
resample the space of faces. Each face in the data set is repre-
sented by a multidimensional vector, that contains geometric and
texture information (Section 5.1). The ﬁrst step of the inverse
projection framework is to ﬁnd a 2D representation of the data set.
The 2D projection space becomes the resampling media over
which the user is able to create a point pAR2 (Section 5.2). The
point p is transformed into a multidimensional point q (Section 4).
Finally, the point q is passed as an input to a face-generator
procedure, that returns the geometric and texture information of
the new face (Section 5.3). This work ﬂow is presented in Fig. 6.
The application we present in this work is based on the work
of Mena-Chalco et al. [6], that uses a single 2D photograph as an
input to generate a new 3D face model. In their work, the
face synthesis is accomplished through a training set with 210
previously acquired faces with different expressions, each of which
carrying geometric and texture information. The geometric and
texture information of each face is encoded as a multidimensional
vector, what makes this a good application for our inverse
projection method.
There are three main reasons that made us choose the face-
synthesis application to validate our method and demonstrate the
applicability of our technique: (1) the synthesis of faces is an
important problem with applications in various areas; (2) there
are some important works in the literature that consider
the human faces data sets to be embedded in multidimensional
nonlinear manifolds [40,12]. This characteristic makes face data
sets good candidates for having its dimensionality reduced through
multidimensional projection, which is an essential step in our
inverse projection framework (Fig. 1); and (3) humans have the
natural ability to evaluate how realistic a face is, making it easy to
attest the quality of the faces generated through our technique.
5.1. Input data set
The data set used in this work was created by IMPA [41] and
consists of 210 faces acquired from 30 individuals performing
Fig. 5. Example of control points' manipulation in the inverse projection framework, with 3D faces data set; (a) presents the projection of a data set with 30 faces, and 15
control points – the control points are the ones rendered with the face texture, while black points are the remaining instances of the data set; (b) presents the projection
after the reorganization of control points positions; in this example, 4 control points were isolated in the top left corner of the projection space (highlighted in red); a 2D
point created by the user (blue circle) created a new 3D face. (c) is another example of reorganization of control points position, where 4 different control points were
isolated in the same top left corner (again highlighted in red); a new user-deﬁned point, roughly in the same position as in the example (b), generates a different 3D face. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
Fig. 6. Synthesis of faces and expression application workﬂow. Given a data set of
faces represented in a multidimensional space, a multidimensional projection
technique is applied resulting in a 2D representation of the data. The user is able
to create new 2D points that are converted into the original dimensionality of the
data set of faces through inverse projection. The new multidimensional point
undergoes a series of calculations that give rise to a new facial model.
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7 basic expressions (happy, sad, anger, disgust, surprise, fear and
neutral). Fig. 7 presents the face models of one of the subjects in
the data set performing the various expressions.
Each face in the data set contains geometric and texture
information measured in M¼9648 corresponding points of the
model. For example, the i th face in the data set can be represented
by geometric (Lig) and texture (Lit) vectors, as seen below:
Lgi ¼ ðxi1;…; xiM ; yi1;…yiM ; zi1;…ziMÞ;
Lti ¼ ðri1;…; riM ; gi1;…giM ; bi1;…biMÞ;
where ðxij; yij; zijÞ and ðrij; gij; bijÞ are, respectively, 3D geometric
coordinates and RGB values of the texture of the j th point. Thus,
the representation of the data set of faces is given by matrices Lg
and Lt, whose i th rows are Lig and Lit, respectively.
As detailed in the work of Mena-Chalco et al. [6], the repre-
sentation of the data set of faces is simpliﬁed by performing a
principal component analysis in both the geometric and texture
matrices separately. In this process, vector bases for geometry (Eg)
and texture (Et) are formed, each with 184 principal components
that preserve at least 95% of the original information. The vectors
Li
g and Lit are then projected into the vector bases Eg and Et, creating
coefﬁcients vectors αig and αit for each face in the data set.
In the aforementioned work, the bases Eg ; Et , along with vectors
αig and αit, are used as the training data to synthesize 3D face
models given 2D textures of a frontal face as an input. In their
synthesis workﬂow, the input texture xt is projected into Et and the
texture coefﬁcients αxt are calculated. The last step is to ﬁnd
the geometric coefﬁcients αxg based on an equivalence with αxt ,
and the new 3D face model is constructed.
In this work, we want to create a new face, both texture and
geometry, using a coefﬁcient vector αxt as an input, i.e., given a
184-dimensional vector αxt , we calculate xt and αxg. (How this
calculation is done is presented in details in Section 5.3.) In order
to create αxt using the inverse projection framework, the input data
set needs to be in the same format of αxt . Therefore, each face i in
the input data set is represented by its coefﬁcient vector αit, giving
us a initial data set of 184 dimensions. In the next section we detail
the interface for this application.
5.2. Interface
In this application, the interface provided by inverse projection
is a screen that depicts the various faces of the input data set,
positioned according to the results of a multidimensional projec-
tion technique. With the original dimensionality being reduced
from 184 to 2, the parameter-space of the faces can be explored in
the 2D layout. Using control points provided by most recent
projection techniques [1,3,14], the user is able to reorganize the
layout of the faces. Once a pleasing layout is achieved, the user can
create a new face by simply generating a 2D point in the same
screen where the projection is displayed. The complexities of the
multidimensional space are completely hidden from the user, who
can focus on creating points on regions of interest in the screen.
When a 2D point is created, the resulting face is displayed in a
separate 3D visualizer window. All the process is done in real time.
Fig. 8 depicts the interface of the system.
The process to transform the 2D point into the original multi-
dimensional space is given by the inverse projection methodology
Fig. 7. Geometric model with mapped texture of one of the individuals in the data set performing 7 basic expressions: (a) neutral; (b) happy; (c) sad; (d) surprise; (e) anger;
(f) disgust; and (g) fear.
Fig. 8. Interface for facial synthesis application. The left screen contains the
projection of the initial data set of faces (in this example 30 faces with neutral
expression are used). The control points are rendered with their corresponding
facial textures, while the remaining faces are represented as black circles. The blue
circle indicates a user-created point, which resulted in the face model depicted in
the right screen. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption,
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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described in Section 4. We present in the next section the process
to create the geometry and texture of the new face given the
multidimensional vector produced by inverse projection.
5.3. Face generation process
Let t0 and g0 be, respectively, the average between the textures
and geometries of the training data set. Given αxt , the process of
creating a new face is divided into texture and geometry recon-
structions. The reconstruction of texture xt is straightforward and
consists on applying vector αxt into basis Et:
xt ¼ Etαtxþt0: ð7Þ
The reconstruction of the geometry is achieved in 3 main steps:
ﬁrst, the texture coefﬁcients of the faces in the data set are used to
calculate coefﬁcients sx, αtsx ¼ αtx, where αt is a matrix with i th
row being the texture coefﬁcient αit of the i th face of the training
set; sx is calculated through a least-squares process, in such a way
that Jαtxsxαt J is minimized. The second step is to calculate the
weight vector αxg, as αgx ¼ αgsx. Finally, the geometry xg is calcu-
lated by applying vector αxg into basis Eg:
xg ¼ Egαgxþg0: ð8Þ
5.4. Expression transfer
Once a new face model is created, it can be interesting to also
create its different expressions. As part of this application, we
provide an “expression transfer” mechanism that permits the
change of a face model basic expression into any of the other six
basic expressions. This is done by means of “displacement vectors”
that indicate the direction to which each vertex in the geometric
model needs to be displaced to achieve the desired expression.
Although the technique described in this section is not the most
advanced in terms of expression transfer, its simplicity enables
straightforward implementation and yields good results for the
given application.
As previously discussed, the input data set contains 210 face
models of 30 individuals performing the seven basic expressions
each. The displacement vectors are calculated using the geometric
information of these models. First, a geometric mean face is
calculated for each of the seven expressions xgi ; i¼ neutral, happy,
sad, anger, disgust, surprise and fear. We calculate displacement
vectors Δxneutral-i between each expressions’ mean and the
neutral mean as
Δxneutral-i ¼ xgneutralx
g
i : ð9Þ
Given a face geometry xig with expression i, we can have
expression j transferred into it by doing xgi-j ¼ x
g
i ΔxNeutral-iþ
ΔxNeutral-j. Notice that this procedure only modiﬁes the geometry
of the face, while the texture remains intact.
Once we have the expression mapped into the face model, it is
important to recover the αxt vector associated with the new face, in
order to be able to load it in the system for further exploration. We
do so by computing the reverse of what is shown is Section 5.3,
i.e., we start from the geometric information and recover the
texture: αgx ¼ ðEgÞT ðxgi-jg0Þ, then αgsx ¼ α
g
x and ﬁnally αtx ¼ αtsx.
6. Results and discussion
In this section we present some results achieved in the face-
synthesis application with inverse projection. The experiments
presented in this section were executed in a 2.80 GHz Intel Core i7
CPU 860 with 12 GB of RAM. The computational time spent in the
inverse projection and in the face-generator process is generally in
the order of the milliseconds. In fact, the results are achieved in
real time, as no noticeable delays are observed from the moment
the user creates a new 2D point to the moment when the new face
model is displayed. The training phase is the most computationally
demanding of the face-generator process, since a principal com-
ponent analysis need to be carried out as well as a least-squares
solution. However, this process only takes a few seconds and can
be done one time only as the application starts.
In the experiments, we used every face in the input data set as
an RBF center. This was considered important in this application
because it allows the users to recreate every face in the data set
and all the faces have equal importance in the inverse mapping.
The kernel function used was the multiquadrics with c¼ ϵ¼ 0, i.e.,
ϕðrÞ ¼ r.
As explained in Section 5, the training set of faces used in this
work is composed of 210 faces of 30 individuals performing
7 different expressions. Note that this complete 210 faces data
set is used to reconstruct the 3D and texture information of the
new face, but a subset of it can be used in the inverse projection
process. In fact, we experimented with three variations of this
data set:
 Experiment 1 (neutral data set): only the neutral expressions of
the 30 individuals are used, i.e., the data set contains 30 faces.
In this experiment, the focus is to create a new character with
neutral expression.
 Experiment 2 (individual data set): all the expressions of one
single individual are used, i.e., the data set contains 7 faces. In
this experiment the focus is to create transitional expressions
of a single character.
 Experiment 3 (miscellaneous data set): all the 210 faces are used.
The focus of this experiment is the creation of new characters
and different expressions.
 Experiment 4 (expression transfer): using initially the neutral
data set, a new neutral character is created. The remaining six
expressions of this character are generated (see Section 5.4)
and loaded into the program to create its transitional
expressions.
6.1. Results
Experiment 1: Fig. 9 presents some results achieved with the
data set of only neutral expressions of 30 individuals. We show
5 examples of user-generated faces. We strategically positioned
Fig. 9. Example using 30 individuals with neutral expression. The textures with
black background represent the control points of the multidimensional projection.
Black points represent the remaining faces in the data set. The 3D face models are
the user-generated faces through inverse projection.
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the 3D face models on top of the projection space, in the position
the 2D point was generated. It is clear that the user-generated
faces will be more or less similar to speciﬁc input faces depending
on the position the new 2D point is created.
Experiment 2: Fig. 10 presents an example of using only one
individual with the seven expressions as input data. We demon-
strate how one can create expressions in between existing
expressions. Because of the continuity and smoothness provided
by RBF projection, the sequence of continuous user-generated
faces present a smooth transition and an animation-like effect.
To illustrate this example, we create a path of 20 user-
generated points (blue points in the projection space), and we
present the face models generated in those positions. Going from
surprise to fear (points 1–4), fear to neutral (5–7), neutral to angry
(8 and 9), angry to happy (10–12) happy to disgust (13 and 14)
disgust to sad (15 and 16) and sad to surprise (17–20). The faces
generated in points 3 and 4 are good examples of blending of two
expressions, namely surprise and fear. Note how the half-open
mouth indicates surprise, whereas the expression of the eyes
indicates fear.
Note that, as the user-generated point gets close to a particular
projected point, the face model becomes more and more similar to
the original face. The interpolation condition in the RBF formula-
tion also assures that, by creating a point at the same location as a
projected point, the resulted face is the exact original model.
Experiment 3: In Fig. 11 we present some results achieved using
the complete data set with 210 faces. Since we have various
individuals performing different expressions as an input, we are
able to generate new characters with varying expressions and
expressions in between. This is illustrated by 6 new models
generated through inverse projection, placed on their correspond-
ing position of the projection space.
Experiment 4: In this example we show that, besides generating
a new character, all its different expressions can also be calculated
using the displacement vectors explained in Section 5.4. Starting
from the neutral data set, the new character with neutral expres-
sion is deﬁned (Fig. 12(a) and (b)). The various expressions are
then computed for this character (Fig. 12(c)), as described in
Section 5.4. The corresponding αxt 's of each expression are calcu-
lated and saved into a separate ﬁle, which can later be loaded into
the inverse projection system for further exploration of the new
character, as illustrated in Fig. 12(d). We create transitional
expressions for the new character and we show 7 of them in
Fig. 12(e).
The accompanying videos provide a clear idea of how our
interface operates integrating the inverse projection method with
the face-synthesis application. The ﬁrst video shows experiments
1, 2 and 3 in action, whereas the second video presents the
expression transfer interaction explained in experiment 4.
6.2. Evaluation
In order to evaluate the quality of the face models generated by
our system, we have conducted an informal study with 99 people
from various age groups, educational levels and knowledge of
computer graphics (Fig. 13). The concept of quality here means
that the new face model is (1) as realistic as the faces in the data
set and (2) unique in comparison with the original faces in the
data set.
For the evaluation of (1) we displayed 8 faces (Fig. 14), half of
them from the original data set and the other half created using
the proposed method. We asked the participants to classify each of
the face models as “Scanned” or “Synthesized”. Some face models
were classiﬁed incorrectly by the majority of the participants, e.g.
Face 02 (74% scanned), Face 03 (66% synthesized), Face 05 (60%
scanned) and Face 06 (70% synthesized). The results for Faces 01,
07 and 08 were close to a tie, being 53%, 46% and 44% classiﬁed
as Scanned, respectively. Face 04 was correctly classiﬁed by
the majority, having 61% of the participants classifying it as
synthesized.
The results of this experiment support the claim that our
method is capable of creating faces that are as realistic as the
ones from the original data set, since the synthesized faces were
not easily distinguished by the participants. For this to hold true,
the chosen RBF kernel and its corresponding parameters, when
any, need to be carefully chosen and tuned. In this particular
application, we have found that the multiquadrics kernel with
Fig. 10. Example using only one individual performing 7 expressions expressions as
data set. All seven face models are used as control points in this example. The user
created path through inverse projection, illustrated by the numbered blue points in
the projection space, result in the depicted face models. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.)
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parameter c¼0 is a good choice and gives realistic results, as was
stated earlier. We reiterate, however, the importance of carefully
evaluating the RBF kernels when applying this method to different
data sets.
For the evaluation of (2), we presented two sets with 10 faces
each: the ﬁrst set containing 10 face models from the original data
set that were used as an input to generate 10 other faces,
presented in the second set (Fig. 15). We asked the participants
to indicate for each face in set 2 to which face in set 1 it was more
similar to, or the option to choose “NONE”. Faces B and H were
mostly found not to be similar to any faces in set 1 (35% and 30%
respectively), and all of other faces in set 1 received less than 20%
of association. Faces C and J also had a large percentage of the
participants indicating “NONE” (27% and 28%, respectively), but
both were also strongly associated with a Face in set 1: Face C had
Fig. 11. Example using the complete 210 faces data set, with all individuals and
expressions. Using such a data set, we are able to generate new characters with
different expressions, as illustrated by the 3D face models depicted in the
projection.
Fig. 12. Expression transfer; (a) projection space and user-deﬁned point (blue); (b) new character with neutral expression; (c) new character with different expressions
calculated as demonstrated in Section 5.4. (d) New character with different expressions loaded into inverse projection system; (e) 7 points in the projection space are created
to demonstrate transitional expressions for new character. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this
paper.)
Fig. 13. Summary of the 99 participants that responded to our informal study.
Fig. 14. Set of faces used for the ﬁrst evaluation. Faces 01, 03, 06 and 07 are from
the original data set; the remaining are face models created through our system.
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48% association with Face 02 and Face J 55% with Face 08. For all
faces created by our system, “NONE” was the only common
answer for all of them, which indicates that our system was able
to create unique faces.
Some faces were mostly associated with only one face in set 1.
For example, Face A was 67% associated with Face 03, but also
presented considerable associations with Faces 04 and 06, 14% and
12% respectively; and Face E was associated with Face 04 by 57% of
the participants and with Face 06 by 26%. Other faces were
strongly associated with two faces in set 1. For example, Face D
was considered to be similar to Faces 03 (39%) and Faces 08 (37%);
while Face I presented 35% of association with Face 01 and 30%
with Face 02. Finally, some faces were similarly associated with
3 or more faces in set 1. For example, Face G was associated with
Faces 07, 08, and 10–28%, 15%, and 38% respectively; and Face F
was associated with Faces 01, 04, 06, and 09–19%, 12%, 27% and
22% respectively.
These results are an indicative that our system is able to create
new faces that resemble those used in the given data set but are
still unique and original, as there was no consensus among the
participants concerning the similarities between faces from both
groups. These results can be even more appreciated for the fact
that the faces from Set 2 were created entirely based on faces from
Set 1. Even though the number of input faces is reduced, the
system still demonstrated its ability to generate unique characters.
This behavior may be attributed mostly to the control points
manipulation (Section 4.3), that permits multiple conﬁgurations of
faces layouts and, consequently, allows greater output variety.
In fact, most of the faces in Set 2 were generated after reorganizing
the projection layout to achieve a desired result.
It is important to remark that, as an informal study, these
results do not validate our system, but they certainly shed some
light into its capability of generating unique yet coherent para-
meter combinations.
6.3. iLAMP vs RBF
In this section we discuss why the RBF solution presented in
this paper is more suitable to the application of face synthesis
than iLAMP.
iLAMP is not continuous in its nature as it is designed to use
only a few k neighbor points to create the mapping from low to
high dimension. Thus, a different set of neighbors is used for each
new user-deﬁned point, making the mapping discontinuous.
Continuity is an important characteristic for the face synthesis
application, as it enforces continuous points in the 2D projection
space to create a smooth transition of faces, giving it an animation-
like effect. Of course, the discontinuity in iLAMP could be easily
prevented by setting the number of neighbors equal to the number
of points in the data set, i.e., k¼N. However, the iLAMP solution
presents yet another disadvantage that is maximized when the
number of neighbors k increases: it may become prone to severe
distortions if the user modiﬁes the projection layout (as seen in
Section 4.3).
For each user-generated point p iLAMP searches for a local
afﬁne transformation siLAMP : R2-Rm to map p into qARm. siLAMP is
the afﬁne transformation that minimizes
Xk
i ¼ 1
βi J f iLAMPðyiÞxi J2; ð10Þ
i.e., it maps, as best as possible, the projected points yi into their
multidimensional counterpart xi. The βi weights are used to assign
greater importance to the mapping of those yi closer to the user-
deﬁned p. If distances between pairs of instances are well
preserved in the projection space, this solution will generally yield
good, non-distorted results. However, when the points in the
projection space are deliberately rearranged by the user, the
iLAMP solution may produce distorted results, i.e., it may not be
able to generate an afﬁne mapping siLAMP that maps yi to points
close to xi.
In fact, we evaluated the iLAMP error given by Eq. (10) for k¼N
in the neutral data set. When points in the projection space are
repositioned from its original projection, this error can become
more than two times greater when compared to the error before
the repositioning. Such a distorted mapping can result in points q
that little have to do with the original xi vectors, potentially
resulting in deformed faces as exempliﬁed in Fig. 16.
7. Conclusion and future work
In this work, we have proposed a novel inverse projection
technique based on radial basis function interpolation. This
method allows the exploration of a multidimensional space in a
Fig. 15. The two sets of faces used in the second evaluation. Set 1 contains faces
of the original data set, that were used as an input to create the faces displayed
in Set 2.
Fig. 16. Top row: faces generate through iLAMP after rearrangement of projection
space; bottom row: corresponding faces generated through our RBF solution.
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2D perspective provided by multidimensional projection. The
proposed technique is smooth and global, in contrast to other
inverse-projection technique coined iLAMP, and we demonstrate
its usability in an application of faces-synthesis. We discuss that
the proposed technique is more suitable for some applications,
specially when user intervention is expected to be carried out in
the projection space.
In the application we present, all the instances of the input data
set are used as RBF centers to construct the inverse mapping
function. However, data sets with many points might need to have
a more careful selection of control points. We presented some
alternatives in Section 4.2 but a more careful inspection about the
proposed methods still needs to be conducted.
A more thorough investigation regarding the RBF kernel func-
tions ϕ is also an interesting direction in this research. In the
examples presented we used ϕðrÞ ¼ r, but it would be interesting if
one could determine an appropriate kernel function based on the
data set. We also intend to investigate the use of the Gaussian
kernel and its shape parameter as a way to give the user some
control over the radial of inﬂuence of each face in the inverse
projection. As a last consideration about RBF kernels, we plan to
evaluate the use of polynomial extensions in our technique [5].
Studies have shown that the use of polynomial terms in RBF kernel
functions can improve the function approximation in some cases.
The polynomial terms permits, for instance, the creation of a
function that samples a sphere embedded in Rn precisely.
In terms of application, we want to expand the technique so
that it can be used with different data sets that have a strong visual
appeal, such as texture generation and dance choreography [42].
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